• All files use the standard crown down technique
• Unique 'S' profile • 13 mm shank for ease of access • Long progressive flutes to prevent the 'screw in effect'
• Available with fully compatible ISO standardised GP and paper points.
For more information on the Sendoline S5 system, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.
To enhance the quality of your endodontic treatments and make them enjoyable and predictable, The Dental Directory is now sponsoring 'HandsOn Endo for the General Practitioner' -a new course presented by leading endodontists Jason Bedford and Charlie Nicholas. Visit www.d2dendo.co.uk for more information.
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Two products from Durr Dental have won the prestigious Red Dot Design Award: the Vista Scan mini plus and the Tornado 2 Air Compressor. The Vista Scan mini plus is an image plate scanner that is unsurpassed for ergonomic quality. The revolutionary modular design concept, which skilfully combines both operation and control elements, offers users the freedom to maintain, repair and clean the unit thoroughly. Despite its sophisticated design, the device is compact, making it both discreet to place and amenable to hygiene.
The Tornado 2 Air Compressor represents another benchmark in technical proficiency. Its uncluttered construction exemplifies efficiency and intelligent functionality. Its dual use of air flow to simultaneously cool both motor and compressor, as well as its effective noise filter, all offer a welcome lesson in engineering. The open design also aids cleaning and promotes hygiene.
For more information call Durr Dental on 01536 526740.
AWARD WINNING PRODUCT DESIGN ENJOYABLE ENDODONTICS
Oral-B want to ensure the educational material they provide is appropriate for its intended purpose which is why most of the ideas are generated from your feedback. A couple of years ago Oral-B produced some working display models to support dental professionals in their efforts to communicate proper brushing technique. These units were provided free of charge to dental practices and contain a mouth model, all refill heads in the range, some educational literature as well as a top of the range Oral-B Triumph with SmartGuide.
Depending on the level of use, some of these units may require a bit of an 'MOT' and that's why Oral-B are inviting practices to contact them if any elements of the kit require replacing. Their customer service team will be calling practices over a three month period to see if they require any replacement parts. Has the mouth model mysteriously disappeared? Is the battery life of the Triumph waning? If the unit is looking a little tired after two years of hard work, Oral-B will even replace the entire unit for free. Practices should contact the Customer Service line on 0870 2421850.
DOES YOUR DISPLAY MODEL NEED AN MOT? THIN TIP AND TRIPLE BEND
DENTSPLY asked dental practitioners why they chose the two best selling Cavitron tips and then combined the best of both -the thin tip and triple bend -to create the new Cavitron Focused Spray slimLINE 1000.
The unique bevelled edge, slim tip and triple-bend design of the Cavitron Focused Spray slimLINE 1000 gives quicker and more effective access to interproximal and subgingival areas and better adaptation around line angles, all of which in turn, enable a quick and effective removal of calculus and plaque biofilm and increased patient comfort.
Already proving popular with therapists and hygienists, the Cavitron Focused Spray slimLINE 1000 offers improved tactile sense and helps you get to places that were previously out of reach.
Call 0800 072 3313. Earn rewards against purchases at dentsplyrewards. co.uk.
NEW COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS WORKSHOP
The Dental Defence Union (DDU) will hold a new Communication Skills workshop in London on 5 September 2012, which looks at how culture and climate can impact on patientdentist communication and teaches professionals how to adopt reflective practice in day-to-day situations.
To secure your place book online at www.the-ddu.com. 
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